Archives Make History
THE PEMBROKE COLLECTIONS

FRIDAY, MARCH 10, 2017
10:30 am – 5:00 pm • Pembroke Hall 305, 172 Meeting Street

KEYNOTE
MARIANNE HIRSCH ’70, AM ’70, PHD ’75
William Peterfield Trent Professor of English and Comparative Literature and Professor in the Institute for Research on Women, Gender, and Sexuality, Columbia University

“Archives of Possibility”

PANEL DISCUSSIONS
BUILDING THE ARCHIVE
Donors will discuss items they donated and why they matter for creating new histories of Brown, of women, and of the scholarly conversations women have led and shaped.

USING THE ARCHIVE
Users will share what they found in the archives and what is at stake for scholarship and community programming in having such materials available for public use.

CONCLUDING REMARKS
KAREN NEWMAN
Owen Walker ’33 Professor of Humanities and Professor of Comparative Literature and English, Brown University

CONFERENCE SCHEDULE AND REGISTRATION
brown.edu/pembrokecenter/archives-celebration
Free and open to the public. Wheelchair accessible.